REALIZING PERSONAL

MASTERY

INTRODUCTION
This series of Light activations is designed to support your
capacity to live a life of personal mastery each day.
Each activation is overseen by YOUR Higher Self, bringing in
exactly what is appropriate for you in the NOW moment.
This allows your body to infuse upgrades, codes and Light
based upon your current state of being, while expanding
into new levels of connection aligned with your unique path
of awakening.
As we evolve and expand our consciousness, we move into
a different way of truly being and responding to our current
reality. In essence, we are creating the new reality with
every choice we make.
This 11-day series, designed to unlock deep wisdoms and
knowledge, supports your ability to be a Living Human
Master in today’s reality. It’s not about becoming a monk or
saint… it’s about living in a way that you experience your life
with a depth of wisdom, love, connection and awareness
that you transcend the current perceptions of what life
means. It’s time to live from a whole new perspective.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
As this series is designed to work with all levels of
your Being - i.e physical, energetic, emotional,
mental, I will offer several ways of tapping into and
unifying with several different elements.
Each day I will provide you with a topic to journal
about. I recommend doing this for a few minutes (5 15 minutes) prior to listening to the activation.
This is completely optional. However, it will help to
integrate your ego/personality as we go higher and
higher in frequency.
I also recommend writing with your non-dominant
hand. Yes, I know it will be messy, but it triggers the
subconscious mind and gives you quicker access to
deeper levels of knowing . At least give it a try…
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HOW IT WILL UNFOLD
Each activation recurs for listening a minimum of 3
times to facilitate a deep infusion and integration.
I’ve included the correct activation each day to make it
simple. Each day will have a Journal Prompt and the
following:
Day 1 - Activation #1
Day 2 - Encoded Poem #1 & Activation #1
Day 3 - Written Light Language #1 & Activation #1
Day 4 - Activation #2
Day 5 - Encoded Poem #2 & Activation #2
Day 6 - Written Light Language #2 & Activation #2
Day 7 - Integration day & Compilation of #1&2
Day 8 - Activation #3
Day 9 - Encoded Poem #3 & Activation #3
Day 10 - Written Light Language #3 & Activation #3
Day 11 - The final compilation
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PREPARING
These recommendations are NOT required, only
suggestions…
Throughout the next 11 days I suggest the following
things to enhance your experience. If you do not have
access or the desire, please know you will still receive all
the energy.
These suggestions are just ways to help your body
integrate with more ease and grace.
1. Get a journal (preferably one dedicated to this
work). In addition to the prompted topics, please
journal about your dreams each night (if you remember
them), any emotions or patterns that are surfacing, and
anything else of interest. This helps you reflect later on
how much you’ve shifted!
2. I recommend having Himalayan Sea Salt (just a
pinch), liquid or homeopathic Silica, or Fiji Water
available to add to your drinking water. This ensures
that you have enough electrolytes in your body to stay
hydrated.
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PREPARING CONTINUED
3. I recommend washing your sheets and sleep clothes a
couple of times during the series, as you release density
(lower frequencies) during your dream state. If possible,
add a handful of sea salt and/or a few drops of lemon
essential oil to your regular wash.
4. Take a few sea salt or mineral salt baths during the
series, if this is something you enjoy. Or even baking
soda baths (1 cup per bath). This helps your body
detoxify naturally and with more ease. If you really want
to clear, use this old First Nation Indian recipe: One
pound sea salt and one gallon apple cider vinegar in a
warm bath. Sit for 20 minutes minimum. You should
start to sweat profusely - like you’re running a marathon.
Rinse off once you are done. (Do not do this if you have
heart problems or high blood pressure)
5. Make sure you are getting deep nutrition and
exercise/movement to support your body. This is
extremely physical work. Consider vitamins, super
greens, minerals, good healthy food and water. Ask
your body what it needs to integrate and infuse this next
level of your Personal Mastery. You might be surprised
at what your body wants or needs during this process.
Please honor it. I hope you enjoy this series!
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